Background {#Sec1}
==========

Dealing with uncertainties is a major problem in many areas such as engineering, medical science, environmental science, social science et al. These kinds of problems can not be dealt with by classical methods, because classical methods have inherent difficulties. To overcome these kinds of difficulties, Molodtsov ([@CR10]) proposed a completely new approach, which is called soft set theory, for modeling uncertainty. Then Maji et al. ([@CR9]) introduced several operations on soft sets. Aktas and Cagman ([@CR2]) defined soft groups and obtained the main properties of these groups. Moreover, they compared soft sets with fuzzy sets and rough sets. Besides, Jun and Park ([@CR8]) defined soft ideals on BCK/ BCI-algebras. Feng et al. ([@CR4]) defined soft semiring, soft ideals on soft semiring and idealistic soft semiring. Sun et al. ([@CR15]) defined the concept of soft modules and studied their basic properties. Acar et al. ([@CR1]) defined soft rings and have introduced their initial basic properties such as soft ideals, soft homomorphisms etc. by using soft set theory. Shilov ([@CR13]) defined on decomposition of a commutative normed ring in direct sums of ideals. Gelfand et al. ([@CR6]) defined commutative normed rings. Freundlich ([@CR5]) introduced completely continuous elements of a normed ring. Raikov ([@CR12]) defined to the theory of normed rings with involution. Naĭmark ([@CR12]) defined normed rings. Shilov ([@CR14]) defined analytic functions in a normed ring. Jarden ([@CR7]) defined normed rings in 2011 and studied norms ‖.‖ of associative rings are generalizations of absolute values \|.\| of integral domains.

In this study, we define soft normed ring using soft sets. In "[Preliminaries](#Sec2){ref-type="sec"}" section, well-known results of some preliminaries are given. In "[Soft normed rings](#Sec3){ref-type="sec"}" section, a the notion of soft normed ring is given and various properties are studied. Finally "[Conclusion](#Sec4){ref-type="sec"}" section presents the conclusion of our work.

Preliminaries {#Sec2}
=============

In this section we recall some basic notations in soft set theory. Let *U* be an initial universe set and *E* be a set of all possible parameters under consideration with respect to *U*. The power set of *U* is denoted by *P(U)*. Molodstov defined the notation of a soft set in the following way:

**Definition 1** {#FPar1}
----------------

(Molodtsov [@CR10]) A pair (*F, A*) is called a soft set over *U*, where *F* is a mapping given by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Definition 2** {#FPar2}
----------------

(Maji et al. [@CR9]) For two soft sets (*F*, *A*) and (*G*, *B*) over a common universe *U*, we say that (*F*, *A*) is a soft subset of (*G*, *B*) if$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$G(\varepsilon )\subseteq F(\varepsilon ),\forall \varepsilon \in B$$\end{document}$.
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                \begin{document}$$(F,A)\subseteq (G,B)$$\end{document}$. In this case (*G*, *B*) is called a soft superset of (*F*, *A*).

**Definition 3** {#FPar3}
----------------

(Maji et al. [@CR9]) Let (*F*, *A*) and (*G*, *B*) be two soft sets over a common universe *U*. The union of (*F*, *A*) and (*G*, *B*) is defined as the soft set (*H*, *C*) satisfying the following conditions:$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H(e)= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} F(e),&{\quad} if\,e\in A-B \\ G(e), &{\quad} if\,e\in B-A \\ F(e)\cup G(e), &{\quad} if\,e\in A\cap B \end{array} \right.$$\end{document}$$

This is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(F,A)\,\tilde{\cup }\,(G,B)=(H,C)$$\end{document}$.

**Definition 4** {#FPar4}
----------------

(Maji et al. [@CR9]) Let (*F*, *A*) and (*G*, *B*) be two soft sets over a common universe *U*. The intersection of (*F*, *A*) and (*G*, *B*) is defined as the soft set (*H*, *C*) satisfying the following conditions:$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$H(e)= \left\{ \begin{array}{ll} F(e),& \quad if\,e\in A-B \\ G(e), & \quad if\,e\in B-A \\ F(e)\cap G(e), & \quad if\,e\in A\cap B \end{array} \right.$$\end{document}$$

This is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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                \begin{document}$$(F,A)\,\tilde{\cap }\,(G,B)=(H,C)$$\end{document}$.

**Definition 5** {#FPar5}
----------------

(Das and Samanta [@CR3]) Let *R* be the set of real numbers and *B*(*R*) be the collection of all non-empty bounded subsets of *R* and let *A* be taken as a set of parameters. Then a mapping $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Definition 6** {#FPar6}
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**Definition 7** {#FPar7}
----------------

Jarden ([@CR7]) Let *A* be commutative ring with 1. An ultrametric absolute value of *A* is a function $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Soft normed rings {#Sec3}
=================

**Definition 8** {#FPar8}
----------------

Let *H* be an associative soft ring with $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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The soft ring *H* with a soft norm ‖.‖ on *H* is said to be a soft normed ring and is denoted by $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Example 1* {#FPar9}
-----------

Let *R*(*E*) be the set of all soft real numbers. We define $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Definition 9** {#FPar10}
----------------

Let *H* be a soft normed ring. A soft sequence $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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**Lemma 1** {#FPar11}
-----------

*Let* *H* *be a soft normed ring and* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof* {#FPar12}
-------
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*Example 2* {#FPar13}
-----------
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**Theorem 1** {#FPar14}
-------------

*For any soft normed ring* *H*, *we can find a soft normed ring* $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Proof* {#FPar15}
-------
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Assume now that the soft operators $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Remark 1* {#FPar16}
----------
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**Definition 10** {#FPar17}
-----------------

A soft set *F*(*I*, *A*) (or *I*(*A*)) of soft elements of a soft normed ring is called a soft normed ideal if it has the following properties:If $\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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*Example 3* {#FPar18}
-----------

Let *H* be a soft normed ring. Then each of the following families is a soft normed ideal over H with the same set of parameters *A*,$\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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Conclusion {#Sec4}
==========

Normed rings have previously been described in the classical sense. In this study, normed rings are defined on soft sets for the first time. This may lead to an ample scope on soft normed rings in the soft set setting. In this paper, we defined a soft normed ring. We then investigated some related properties and some theorems. To extend this work, one can study the properties of soft normed rings in other algebraic structures and fields.
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